It is known that if / is of bounded variation, then VB n f tends to the variation of / taken over its points of continuity, [2 p. 25] . In [3] we consider arbitrary /, and give sufficient conditions for VB n f to tend to zero in terms of the sums Σ"=o I f(r/n) |. It is shown in [2 p. 28 ] that B n f, for unbounded /, can behave unusually in terms of point wise convergence to /. Here we construct a function, unbounded on the rationals in every subinterval of [0, 1] , and which has the property that B n f converges in variation (and uniformly) to zero. 
where C is an absolute constant [1] . 3* Construction* We define a sequence of skeletons /; such that each skeleton tends to + oo on a set of rationals tending to a limit rational r { . The r, will be dense in [0, 1] . It is shown that the skeleton /= Σ£=i/» has the following properties:
( , put fi == 0, and then set / == ΣS=i/< Since the supports of the f t are disjoint, / is well defined at all rationals, and satisfies (1) by construction. We have
by 2 (C) and (D), where we have put (3.6) shows that a ι can be chosen so that each term, j -1, I is less than 1/qΨ. Thus (3.5) is less than l-(ql)~2 = l/g 2 ί. We can factor every integer n uniquely as:
he g,. are those g € which appear in ^ to a power greater than or equal a(ί j9 1), and Lj is the largest index I of the exponents a(i j9 I) such that q^3 Λ) divides n. For any n,
where the inequality follows from (2. B) with a = n/Uj. If we apply the lemma to each term, we get the last sum less than where the decomposition applies if T > 1. In this case, the sum on the right is dominated by Σ V m2 an( i i s thus bounded. (If T = 1, the assertion is that (3.9) holds if the sum is regarded as vacuous, and a similar remark holds for (3.11) below.) Therefore if the largest of the q { ., q iτ is as large as, let us say, g ί+ , n τ will also be large, and (3.9) can be made less than ε. Now suppose n is such that every q { . < q^. As before 
Γ since q ί]c ^ 2 and appears in every n j jn for j Φ k. As in (3.9), the sum is bounded.
is also large, and (3.10) is less than ε. Now suppose every g^ in n is less than q^ and all the indices L β are less than L. 
